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The application of fluid models in studies of transport and macroscopic stability of magnetized,
nearly collisionless plasmas requires closure relations that are inherently nonlocal. Such closures
address the fact that particles are capable of carrying information over macroscopic parallel scale
lengths. In this work, generalized closures that embody Landau, collisional and particle-trapping
physics are derived and discussed. A gyro/bounce-averaged drift kinetic equation is solved via an
expansion in eigenfunctions of the pitch-angle scattering operator and the resulting system of
algebraic equations is solved by integrating along characteristics. The desired closure moments take
the form of integral equations involving perturbations in the flow and temperature along magnetic
field lines. Implementation of the closures in massively parallel plasma fluid simulation codes is also
discussed. This implementation includes the use of a semi-implicit time advance of the fluid
equations to stabilize the dominant closure terms which are introduced explicitly. Application of the
nonlocal, parallel heat flow closure,qi , in studies of temperature flattening across helical magnetic
islands in toroidal geometry reveal a scaling of temperature versus critical island width for flattening
of T;wd

21.5. This result predicts more robust flattening at small island widths when compared to
the diffusive scaling,T;wd

21.7, which assumes a Braginskii-type parallel heat conductivity.
Preliminary application ofqi to tokamak disruption simulations shows qualitative agreement of wall
heat loads with experimental observations, smooth distribution in toroidal angle, and striation in the
poloidal direction along the wall. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1645520#

I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical tools applied to long-collision-length terres-
trial and astrophysical plasmas tend toward two extremes:
kinetic models rife with physics but operating for short
times, and fluid models employing simplified closure rela-
tions to capture kinetic physics but operating for long times.
Until computers are fast enough to calculate full kinetic
physics over resistive and transport time scales, efforts to
extend fluid models to handle a wider range of physics are
critical to improving our predictive capability of nearly col-
lisionless plasmas such as those in next-step fusion experi-
ments. In this work we describe one such effort which ad-
vances the realism of fluid models by generalizing the
program of fluid closure to capture kinetic effects in nonlo-
cal, integral forms for higher-order fluid moments. The term
nonlocal closureimplies integrating fluid and closure vari-
ables along lowest-order characteristics of the distribution
function, F. For the five moment model, these integrals in-

volve perturbations in flow~u!, and temperature (T), and in
general, the viscous stress~P! and conductive heat flow~q!
closures.

For magnetized plasmas confined by slowly evolving
magnetic fields, the lowest-order characteristics are simply
magnetic field lines and the dominant parallel closure com-
ponents,Pi andqi , have a general, nonlocal dependence on
thermodynamic drives.1–3 This is in contrast to collisional
transport theory which writes closures in terms of local gra-
dients of fluid quantities.4 In general, local forms for the
closures are the result of collisions spatially localizing the
generalized, integral expressions. Although this work focuses
on closures that are spatially nonlocal, such integral forms
may also occur in time. For example, when investigating the
damping of poloidal flows in axisymmetric toroidal geom-
etry, the parallel viscous stress closure couples time integrals
of u, Pi and a momentum restoring term. Instances of non-
locality describe situations in which particles are capable of
carrying information over macroscopic parallel scale lengths
or long time scales. It is important to note that previous
efforts in closure theory have arrived at ostensibly nonlocal
forms for closures.5–8 However, the construction of general-
ized integral closures that emphasize the continuous mapping

a!Paper UI1 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.48, 331 ~2003!.
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from the collisional to the nearly collisionless regimes and
allow for more complicated magnetic geometry2 and integral
forms for collision operators3 is more recent.

Specifically, this work describes the derivation of nonlo-
cal closures that embody Landau, collisional, and particle-
trapping physics using a Chapman–Enskog-like procedure to
derive and solve a reduced kinetic equation. In Sec. II we
derive an equation that ignores finite-gyroradius effects and
uses the dominant parallel component of the guiding center
velocity in the advective derivative acting onF. In Sec. III
we discuss the solution of this kinetic equation which re-
quires inverting an operator that includes collisional and ei-
ther spatial or time-dependent effects. We begin by expand-
ing in eigenfunctions of the bounce-averaged Lorentz, pitch-
angle scattering operator. Next, the characteristics ofF are
identified by diagonalizing the resultant system of ordinary
differential equations. Finally, the desired closure moments
of F are calculated. Specifically, it is shown that the nonlo-
cal, integralqi moment maps continuously from the colli-
sional to nearly collisionless regimes. In addition to signifi-
cantly advancing the realism of previous fluid closures,
integration along comparatively few characteristics repre-
sents a significant reduction in work compared to a
statistically-relevant kinetic treatment that follows millions
of particles. In essence, these characteristics uncover the es-
sential velocity–space dependence ofF and hence render
this closure scheme suitable for simulation of long timescale,
macroscopic behavior. A massively parallel implementation
of these closures is discussed in Sec. IV, including the appli-
cation of a semi-implicit operator to stabilize the advance of
the temperature evolution equation. We conclude in Sec. V
by discussing the application of the nonlocalqi closure to
studies of heat flow dynamics in high-performance, toroidal
fusion experiments.

II. CHAPMAN–ENSKOG-LIKE DRIFT
KINETIC EQUATION

Before deriving nonlocal forms for closures, we consider
first the moment evolution equations of the five moment
model. The macroscopic fluid quantities of density,n, flow,
u, and temperature,T, for each species evolve according to
the following set of unclosed equations:

]n

]t
1“•nu50,

mnS ]u

]t
1u"“uD5enS E1

1

c
u3BD2“p2“"P1R,

3
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where underlined terms contain the unspecified closure mo-
ments. The right-hand side of theu equation contains the
Lorentz,en(E1(1/c)u3B), pressure-gradient,2“p, colli-
sional friction, R, and viscous stress,2“"P, forces. The
right-hand side of theT equation includes compressional,
2p“"u, viscous, 2P:“u, and collisional, Q, heating
terms, as well as the conductive heat flow,q. The program of
fluid closure attempts to close these equations by specifying

forms for P and q. The simplest form of closure is brute
truncation,P50 and q50. A less drastic approach that al-
lows for long-collision-length physics entails solving an ap-
propriate kinetic equation for the distribution function,f ,
and then taking the closure moments defined as

q[E d3v8 1
2 mv82v8 f ,

and

P[E d3v8mFv8v82
v82

3
I G f , ~2!

wherev8[v2u is the random particle velocity andI is the
unit dyad.

In the interest of keeping the fluid and kinetic physics
separate, we advocate a Chapman–Enskog-like~CEL! ap-
proach which posits that the distribution function,f , is the
sum of a dynamic Maxwellian,f M , plus a kinetic distor-
tion, F:

f 5 f M1F5nS m

2pTD 3/2

expS 2
mv82

2T D1F, ~3!

where then, u, andT moments off M satisfy Eq.~1!. Using
this ansatz along with the moment equations, one can recast
the full kinetic equation,d f /dt5C( f ), in the following
form:6
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As in the traditional, collisional Chapman–Enskog
approach,9 F satisfies*d3v$v80,v81,v82%F50 for the first
three velocity moments. On the left-hand side,a5(e/m)(E
1(1/c)v3B) is the acceleration andC( f ) is the collision
operator which represents binary, collisional scattering
events. Note that along with the traditional gradient drives,
“u and“T, the closures needed for the five moment model,
namely,P andq, appear on the right-hand side. This is the
result of using the moment equations to simplifyd fM /dt.
Although Eq.~4! contains all of the information of the full
kinetic equation, it is neither possible nor desirable to solve
in its present form. We are interested in extracting the essen-
tial kinetic physics that plays a role in the macroscopic evo-
lution of plasmas confined by resistively evolving magnetic
fields.

The reduction of Eq.~4! to a form amenable to an
analytical/numerical solution begins by making a small gy-
roradius assumption and applying the gyroaveraging opera-
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tor, rdg/2p. ApproximatingF to lowest-order as indepen-
dent of gyrophase,g, yields the following equation that
emphasizes the dominant kinetic physics of motion along
magnetic field lines:

]F
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HereL1
1/2(v) andL1

3/2(v) are Laguerre polynomials andb̂ is
a unit vector parallel to the magnetic field. Note that the
cross and perpendicular components ofP, which may be
derived from a fluid analysis,10 have been ordered small
compared toPi .6,11 Here we have used the temperature evo-
lution equation to rewrite the term involving“"q. It is im-
portant to note as well that although the left-hand side of Eq.
~5! does not contain the particle drift velocity, the right-hand
side has drive terms related to drift effects.11

A further reduction of the drift kinetic equation is pos-
sible by averaging over a particle’s bounce orbit in magnetic
wells. In order to justify this average we consider a NIM-
ROD ~Ref. 12! simulation of classical, resistive tearing
modes in shaped toroidal geometry.12 Figure 1 shows a Poin-
caréplot of saturated 2/1 and 3/1 magnetic islands resulting
from this simulation. While traveling along magnetic field
lines in this geometry, particles experience Coulomb colli-
sional effects while seeing varying fluid quantities and mag-
netic field modulus,B. Figure 2 shows the variations inB
andT when integrating along a magnetic field line just inside
the 2/1 island O-point. The starting point of this integration
is marked by theX in Fig. 1. It is clear from the plot that
variations in B occur over a shorter scale length,l , than

those ofT which are comparable to the collision length,LT

;Ln'100 m, forT51 keV, andn51020 m23.
Calculating spatially nonlocal, parallel closures in the

vicinity of helical magnetic islands requires a solution of Eq.
~5! that accounts for particle trapping in short magnetic wells
and puts collisional (C( f )) and parallel free-streaming (vi

•“) effects on an equal footing. Expanding the operatorvi

•“5vi•(“l1“L) in Eq. ~5! permits writing the lowest order
in d[(vi•“L /vi•“l)!1 equation as
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which has the solution
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Here it has been assumed that the lowest-order, divergence-
free flow can be writtenu05B3“f/B2, wheref5f(c) is
a function of the equilibrium flux surfaces labeled byc.
Also, we have assumed thatT05T0(c) and the remaining
drive terms are first order. Applying the bounce-average op-
erator, ^&[rdlB/(B0v i), to the first order equation elimi-
nates thevi•“lF

1 term with the result
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Heres50 for trapped particles and 1 for passing particles.
Also, we have ignored thed ln T/dt1“"u term for simplicity
which is appropriate when deriving closures driven by slow
magnetic evolution. In such cases, the temperature evolution

FIG. 1. Poincar´e plot showing saturated 2/1 and 3/1 magnetic islands result-
ing from resistive tearing mode evolution. TheX marks the starting location
of the field line integration in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Plot shows variation inB andT inside the 2/1 island in Fig. 1 when
integrating along the magnetic field. Note that the temperature gradient scale
length,LT , the collision length,Ln , and the length of variations inB, l ,
satisfyLT;Ln;100 m@ l .
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equation is well approximated by“"q50. Equation~8! is a
CEL version of the gyro/bounce averaged kinetic equation
and is appropriate for derivingqi andPi in order to close the
five moment model fluid equations. The construction of non-
local closures from this equation is discussed in the next
section.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF NONLOCAL CLOSURES

Constructing nonlocal closures from Eq.~8! requires a
maximal ordering between two of the terms on the left-hand
side of the equation. Addressing collisional and free-
streaming physics and ordering]/]t small results in nonlocal
equations in space. Addressing collisional and time-
dependent physics in axisymmetric toroidal geometry results
in integral closures in time. Before discussing solutions of
Eq. ~8!, however, we first state the form of the collision
operator which will be inverted via an expansion in orthogo-
nal eigenfunctions.

Parallel flow and heat flow play a fundamental role in
the dynamics of magnetized plasmas. A simplified collision
operator should therefore account for the scattering of a par-
ticle’s parallel directed velocity in pitch-angle. Inverting the
collision operator along with either the free-streaming opera-
tor or time-derivative is most easily accomplished by ex-
pandingF0 in orthogonal, pitch-angle eigenfunctions. A lin-
ear form for the bounce-averaged scattering in pitch angle of
a test species,F0, colliding with multiple background Max-
wellian species is

^C~F0!&5(
s

^Ls~F0!&

5(
s

n's

2vj

]

]j

~12j2!

j S R dl
v i

v D ]F0

]j
, ~9!

where the pitch-angle type variablej56A12(v'
2 B/v2).

For electrons and ions,(sn's
5n'ee

1( ionsn's
and (sn's

.( ionsn's
, respectively. For simplicity, we write(sn's

5n' . The self-adjointness of the operator^Ls& permits the
solution of separated eigenvalue equations,

]

]j

~12j2!

j S R dl
v i

v D ]Cn

]j
1lnJCn50, ~10!

and an expansion of the distribution function in the orthogo-
nal basis,F05(nFnCn(j). Here the averaged Jacobian is
J[v2rdl(vjB/B0v i) for the guiding center variablesg, v,
andj.

In toroidal geometry, the bounce averages needed for the
pitch-angle eigenfunction equation may be calculated based
on an axisymmetric equilibrium. Figure 3 shows eigenfunc-
tions satisfying Eq.~10! for sinusoidalB wells of the form,
B5B0(11e)/(11e cos(2pl/l0)) with e50.2. The solution
of Eq. ~10! has been discussed in previous work.2,13 Inserting
the expansion forF0 into Eq. ~8! and integrating over pitch
angle yields the following system of algebraic equations for
the passing particles:

S I
]

]t
1L DF1Av

]F

]L
5g, ~11!

whereF is a vector of the coefficientsFn , ]/]L[b̂•“L , and
g is the projection of the drives onto the pitch-angle basis. In
generalg contains moments ofF0. Note that the diagonal
operatorI]/]t1L , which looks like]/]t1ln(n'(v)/2) in
the nth equation, retains speed dependence in the collision
term. The free-streaming operator,A, couples the odd and
even coefficient equations making the inversion of the opera-
tor on the left-hand side of Eq.~11! nontrivial.

For the purpose of this paper, we solve Eq.~11! by ig-
noring the]/]t on the diagonal. This solution addresses low
frequency physics which is appropriate when deriving clo-
sures that are the result of slow, resistive phenomena such as
tearing modes. In such cases, the emphasis is on accurately
assessing the effect of slowly changing magnetic geometry.
Inverting the collision and free-streaming operators, (L
1Av]/]L), is accomplished by expandingF as a linear sum
of the eigenvectors of the matrixA, F5Wh, whereA has
the elements,An,m5An,m /ln for m51 to N. The resulting
ordinary differential equations for the coefficients,hi , are

]hi

]L
1

n'

2vg i
hi5

gi

vg i
, ~12!

where gi are the elements ofW21g and theg i ’s are the
eigenvalues of the matrixA. The bounded solutions are

hi5EL

dL8
gi

vg i
e2ki (L2L8), ~13!

where the effective inverse collision lengths,k i[n' /2vg i .
At this point, we define the parallel heat flow closure mo-
ment as

qi[2T0E ^d3v&L1
3/2vC1~j!F0, ~14!

where the parallel velocity weighting,vC1(j), which re-
placesv i , is consistent with the expansion ofF0 in the pitch-

FIG. 3. Eigenfunctions for sinusoidalB wells of the form B5B0(1
1e)/(11e cos(2pl/l0)) with e50.20 and the trapped/passing boundary at
j560.58.
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angle basis. As a specific example of a spatially nonlocal
form for qi , we ignore all but the temperature gradient drive
in Eq. ~8! and restate the result that appeared in Ref. 2:

qi~L8!5
neqv th

p3/2 E
L8

`

dL@T~2L !2T~1L !#K~L8,L !,

~15!

where the kernelK(L8,L) is given as

K~L8,L !5
1

v th
3 E ^d3v&~L1

(3/2)!2e2v2/v th
2
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2~j!

3(
i 51

N/2

aie
2uki u(L2L8). ~16!

Hereai5uW1igik i /g i u andK(L8,L) contains the collisional
and trapping information of a distribution of electrons as
they scatter in pitch angle off a background Maxwellian
plasma. The similarities between this generalizedqi and pre-
vious collisionless expressions5,7,8 were emphasized in Ref.
1. It was also shown there that Eq.~15! reduces to the famil-
iar form, qi52k i¹iT, in the collisional limit.4 It is impor-
tant to note, however, that here the parallel conductivity,k i ,
is reduced by particle trapping and collisions near the
trapped/passing boundary. Furthermore, the nearly collision-
less limit of Eq.~15! contains important corrections due to
particle trapping that were absent in previous collisionless
expressions for the parallel heat flow. These results are sum-
marized in Fig. 4 where the heat flow is plotted versus the
ratio of collision length, Ln[v th /n0 , to gradient scale
length,LT , for sinusoidal temperature perturbations. The ap-
plication of this nonlocal parallel heat flow closure is dis-
cussed in the following sections.

Although we have focused on deriving a spatially non-
local form forqi , we will comment briefly on the derivation
of an integral expression forPi in axisymmetric geometry.
This requires adding a momentum conserving term,
^v iNi f M

0 &, to the collision operator in Eq.~9!, as was done in
Ref. 3. This term represents the distortion of the background
due to collisions with test particles and is responsible for
restoring momentum to the Maxwellian species. In axisym-
metric geometry, the bounce average eliminates the free
streaming terms in Eq.~11! leaving the leading diagonal op-
erator only,I]/]t1L . In this case the coefficients,Fn , sat-
isfy

Fn5bne2lnn'(v)t/21E t

dt8gne2lnn'(v)(t2t8)/2. ~17!

Taking the viscous stress tensor moment and enforcing the
requirement that the flow moment ofF0 must vanish couples
Pi to the momentum restoring term in the collision operator.
The form of the closure is a set of coupled Volterra equa-
tions, an expression forPi that is nonlocal in time. An analo-
gous form for Pi that is nonlocal in space has been the
subject of previous research3 which may be adapted to this
case of a time-dependent viscous stress closure in axisym-
metric, toroidal geometry.

IV. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF NONLOCAL
CLOSURES

As an example of the numerical implementation of non-
local closures, we consider incorporating the parallel heat
flow closure in Eq.~15! in plasma fluid studies using the
NIMROD code.12 Two major issues arise in such an imple-
mentation. The first involves the formal calculation of the
nonlocal closure throughout the domain. This requires a mas-
sively parallel computational approach. The second deals
with the implementation of the temperature evolution equa-
tion with the largeqi closure appearing explicitly on the
right-hand side.

The first step in calculatingqi entails solving for the
kernel,K(L,L8), that appears in Eq.~15! so that it may be
interpolated inL when integrating along magnetic field lines.
The eigenfunctions,Cn(j), are calculated based on the equi-
librium toroidal magnetic geometry. It is important to note
that the shape and depth of the magnetic wells depend on the
equilibrium flux surface. For this reason, NIMROD uses
multiple processors to generate pitch-angle bases at different
radii. Individual processors then solve the system of equa-
tions given in Eq.~11! to determine the coefficients,ai , and
effective inverse collision lengths,k i , needed in Eq.~15!.
Finally, the processors calculate the kernel,K(L,L8), as a
function of L and the results are shared and interpolated so
that all processors can calculateqi anywhere in the domain.

For toroidal calculations, NIMROD uses two-
dimensional finite elements in the poloidal plane and Fourier
decomposition in toroidal angle. A representative finite-
element grid in the poloidal plane is shown in Fig. 5. For
higher-order finite elements, the closure must be calculated
at interior and side nodes in addition to the grid vertices. For

FIG. 4. Heat flow response to sinusoidal temperature perturbations of the

form T(L)5Teq1T̃ sin(2pL/LT) for sinusoidal B wells of the form B
5B0(11e)/(11e cos(2pl/l0)) with e50.0,0.20, and 0.40. The flow is re-
duced by trapped particle effects in both the collisional and nearly collision-
less regimes.
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bi-quadratic, bi-cubic, and bi-quartic finite elements, a single
cell has 9, 16, and 25 nodes, respectively. For the 32332
grid in Fig. 5 with bi-quartic elements, the total number of
unique nodes in the poloidal plane is approximately 104.
Furthermore, resolving a toroidal spectrum ofN modes re-
quires evaluation at 2N poloidal planes. For modest simula-
tions, this adds a factor of ten bringing the number of closure
calculations to'105. The distance integrated to convergence
depends onLn andLT , but ranges from meters to kilometers.
Presently, the parallel implementation in NIMROD is ca-
pable of calculatingqi for T<5 keV andn>1019 m23 in
reasonable wall clock time when using hundreds of proces-
sors.

Once qi has been calculated throughout the computa-
tional domain, it is mapped to Gaussian quadrature points for
finite-element integrations on the right side of the tempera-
ture evolution equation. In high-temperature plasmas,“"qi

is large and often dominates temperature evolution. Since a
purely explicit treatment would be unreasonably stiff, a
semi-implicit time advance is used. Recall that the general,
nonlocal heat flow closure reduces to the diffusive form,qi

;“iT, in the collisional limit. For this reason, we use the
relatively easily inverted anisotropic heat diffusion operator
on the left-hand side of the time-discretized temperature evo-
lution equation in the following manner:12

@nI2Dt f ~k'¹21“•~k i2k'!b̂b̂•“ !#DT

5Dt@k'¹2T2“•k'b̂b̂•“T1“"qi#. ~18!

Herek i andk' are the parallel and perpendicular diffusive
thermal conductivities, respectively. It is possible to show
that there exists a minimum value of the centering parameter,
f , such that Eq.~18! is numerically stable for any time step,
Dt. It is important to note, however, that the semi-implicit
implementation introduces errors that are proportional toDt.
In order to demonstrate the numerics of Eq.~18!, simulations
of heat transport across a magnetic island in slab geometry
have been conducted. Figure 6 shows the temperature at one

point in the domain for simulation time steps ofDt510, 1.0,
and 0.1 ms. As the time step is reduced, the evolution be-
comes more accurate. Note also that because the semi-
implicit operator acts on the change inT, its effect vanishes
in steady-state. This is shown by the agreement in theDt
51.0 and 0.1 ms simulations att530 ms. Because we are
interested in studying heat flow dynamics in plasmas con-
fined by slowly evolving magnetic fields, the advantage of
taking large, stable time steps with the semi-implicit operator
outweighs the small errors that are introduced.

V. APPLICATION OF NONLOCAL CLOSURES
IN TOKAMAKS

In this section we explore two applications of the nonlo-
cal parallel heat flow closure in DIII-D tokamak geometry
using the NIMROD code. The first looks at temperature evo-
lution in the vicinity of helical magnetic islands and esti-
mates the critical island width at which temperature begins to
flatten across the island O-point. The second explores the
local heat load on the wall that results when the plasma dis-
rupts and chaotic magnetic field lines allow heat to flow
rapidly out from the core. The results are compared with
those of the diffusive heat flow closure.

The flattening of temperature across magnetic seed is-
lands leads to bootstrap current perturbations which drive
island growth in regions of positive magnetic shear. This
nonlinear instability, referred to as neoclassical tearing
modes~NTMs!,14–16 is predicted to limit advanced tokamak
performance. Previous theoretical models17 used a diffusive,
Braginskii form for the heat flow closure in cylindrical ge-
ometry to predict that the critical island width for tempera-
ture flattening,k i /k';wd

24 . This result has been confirmed
numerically in toroidal NIMROD simulations using the dif-
fusive closure18 which reveal a scaling,k i /k';wd

24.2.

FIG. 5. Finite-element grid used by NIMROD for tearing mode calculation
shown in Fig. 1. Closures are calculated at grid vertices as well as side and
interior nodes for higher-order finite elements. FIG. 6. Plot shows convergence of temperature evolution in slab magnetic

island geometry for time stepsDt510, 1.0, and 0.1 ms. In steady state, the
effect of the semi-implicit operator vanishes as shown by the agreement at
t530 ms forDt51.0 and 0.1 ms.
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In this work, we apply the parallel heat flow closure in
Eq. ~15! to predict the scaling ofwd as a function of tem-
perature. The magnetic geometry is the result of the NIM-
ROD simulation used to motivate the orderings in Sec. II
~see Fig. 1!. The magnetic field is frozen at specific island
widths, wd51.2, 3.2, and 6.7 cm, and the temperature is
evolved to steady state. For simplicity, a uniform plasma
density,n51020 m23, is assumed and the temperature char-
acterizing the effective inverse collision lengths in Eq.~15! is
increased until the temperature difference across the island

O-point at half the island width is reduced by 25%. The
result of this exercise is shown in Fig. 7 which predicts the
scaling,T;wd

21.5. Given thatk i;T5/2, the previous, diffu-
sive NIMROD result yieldsT;wd

21.7. Figure 7 shows fair
agreement between the diffusive and generalized heat flow
models with the nonlocalqi predicting more robust flattening
at smaller island widths. It is important to point out, how-
ever, that temperature flattening does not solely determine
the onset of NTMs. The polarization current also plays a
role, possibly stabilizing NTMs even when there is tempera-
ture flattening inside the island.19 Understanding the role of

FIG. 7. Scaling of temperature,T, versus critical island width,wd , at which
temperature flattens across the island O-point,T;wd

21.5, for nonlocalqi .
The scaling for the diffusiveqi is T;wd

21.7.

FIG. 8. Plot shows magnetic field line chaos resulting from high-beta dis-
ruption simulation of DIII-D discharge 87009 using NIMROD.

FIG. 9. Plot compares the normal heat
load on the wall for nonlocal and dif-
fusive qi as a function of distance
along the wall and toroidal angle,f.
Dotted lines correspond to points A–E
shown in the plot of temperature con-
tours. The smooth distribution in toroi-
dal angle and striation in poloidal
angle predicted by the nonlocalqi are
consistent with experimental observa-
tions.
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competing stabilizing and destabilizing effects for seed is-
lands will be the subject of future research.

For our second example of heat flow dynamics in toka-
maks, we explore the localized wall heat load that results in
a NIMROD simulation of DIII-D discharge 87009.20 The
Poincare´ plot in Fig. 8 shows the magnetic field line chaos
that results from an ideal MHD plasma instability. In such
discharges, heat flows rapidly along field lines from the core
out to the wall. Ideally, the local heat load should be concen-
trated near the divertor in order to mitigate damage to the
wall. Simulations of heat transport have been performed us-
ing the diffusive and nonlocalqi closures. In the diffusive
case,k i /k'5108 throughout the plasma. Analogously, the
temperature used to determine the collision length,Ln , for
the nonlocalqi is set to the constant value,T5500 eV. Fig-
ure 9 compares the normal heat load on wall for the nonlocal
and diffusiveqi as a function of distance along wall and
toroidal angle,f. The dotted lines in the heat flux plots cor-
respond to points A–E shown in the temperature contour
plot. Note that although there is rough agreement in the pre-
dictions made by the closures on the outboard side of the
torus~points B and C!, the nonlocal closure predicts that the
heat load is roughly constant in the toroidal direction. A pos-
sible explanation for this involves the smoothing process in
the calculation of the nonlocalqi , which integrates tempera-
ture perturbations along field lines. Also, the nonlocalqi pre-
dicts that the magnitude of the heat load is larger than that of
the diffusive case. Finally, it is important to note that both
closures predict substantial heat load near the divertor sepa-
ratrix ~points D and E!, a desirable result for mitigating wall
damage. Future work on this problem requires improving the
qi calculations in both cases. Improvements include evolving
separate ion and electron temperature equations and adding a
continuity equation for plasma density. Also writingLn

5Ln(n,T) for the nonlocalqi andk i5k i(T) in the diffusive
case would improve the simulations and allow for predic-
tions of the absolute magnitude of the wall heat load. Such
improvements will be the subject of further research.

In this work, the derivation and application of nonlocal
closures in plasma fluid simulations of nearly collisionless,
magnetized plasmas have been discussed. Specifically, the
nonlocal form forqi appearing in Eq.~15! was shown to map
continuously from the collisional to nearly collisionless re-
gimes and included important corrections due to trapped par-
ticle effects. This generalizedqi incorporates Landau, colli-
sional and particle-trapping physics in an integral relation
that depends nonlocally on temperature perturbations along
magnetic field lines. In addition, a massively parallel, semi-
implicit implementation of nonlocal closures in the NIM-
ROD code was shown to be numerically feasible. The com-

bination of generalized closure theory and massively parallel
numerics permits simulation of parallel particle dynamics on
fluid time scales. The application of the nonlocalqi to the
problem of temperature flattening inside islands reveals a
scaling of temperature versus critical island width for flatten-
ing of T;wd

21.5. This result predicts more robust flattening
at small island widths when compared to the diffusive scal-
ing, T;wd

21.7, which assumes a Braginskii-type parallel
heat conductivity. Preliminary application ofqi to tokamak
disruption simulations shows qualitative agreement of wall
heat loads with experimental observations, smooth distribu-
tion in toroidal angle and striation in the poloidal direction
along the wall. Both applications show promise for future
quantitative calculations involving nonlocal closures applied
to present-day and next-step tokamak fusion experiments.
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